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ABSTRACT:

Since the St Laurent Bl core reloading (28/11/1987) with MOX fuel in 30% of the sub-assemblies,
France has decided to launch an industrial program for the plutonium utilisation in the PWR cores.
This Mixed OXyde (MOX) fuel is used for more than ten years and since, it has demonstrated the
maturity of the technological studies engaged to develop this concept and also, the great interest in
the plutonium fuel as a rational use of the energetic potential of a national resource.
Considering the important delay occuring in the fast breeder plant development program, fast reactor
being devoted to burn the plutonium produced by the french PWR plants, it becomes urgent and
necessary to increase in a significant way the fraction of loaded MOX in the core .
The Over Moderated Core, seems to be an interessant way to reach the goal of 100% MOX fuel in
the'core.
An other way, more prospective, considers the change in the basic design of the fuel and of the sub-
assembly
Here we develop the following items :

- heterogeneous loading (APA sub-assembly)
- homogeneous loading (Over Moderated Core)
- innovative fuels and inert matix

I Heterogeneous loading (APA concept)

One of the most interessant solutions to recycle MOX fuel in a PWR core is to reach a 100% core
loading, because that reduces the concerned number of plants devoted to MOX burning, and also
minimizes the spatial zoning of the fuel in the sub-assembly. This way leads to an increase in the
minor actinides production which can reach a value up to 25% of the burned Pu
The APA concept (Advanced Pu sub-Assembly) considers a without U Pu fuel in a inert matrix,
designed to obtain a very hight bum up with an increase in the local moderation ratio This concept
leads to burn 60% of the Pu fuel (94 Kg/TWhe), while producing only 8% of minor actinides, (8

Kg/TWhe)
The design of the sub-assembly, including spatial repartition of natural U (or slightly enriched one),
insures suitable values for the design basis physical parameters of the core
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II Homogeneous loading

To increase the neutrons slowing down, to obtain an equivalent UOX spectrum, we investigate two
ways:

- modifying the fuel density,
- modifying the geometric lattice to increase "the moderation ratio,

fuel density :
a parametric study, while- keeping a minimun of U, leads to define the optimized fuel density allowing
the faisability and a good utilisation of Pu.The two graphs show trie sensitivities of reactivity
parameters and massic bilans parameters to fuel density.
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geometry:
the value (near 4) of the moderation ratio is the main result of th'eimo-hydraulical studies concerning
a square lattice of 19x19 pins for EPR
Synthetic results are shown and discussed, they lead to envisage Pu multi-recycling with a satisfaying
in core behavior.

DI Inert matrix

The aim of these studies is to find new concepts of fuel in order to achieve best performancies for Pu
burning in a PWR core.
The new fuel will be composite fuel, i.e, Pu will be include in an inert matrix, ceramic or metal matix
Two major aspects are pointed out : - the inert matrix represents in fact a new extra barrier in
case of accident, increasing the capability to retain the fission gas.

- the inert matrix optimizes the thermo-mechanical
behavior of the fuel.
Some composites (MgA12O4 ), and some metals are analyzed from thermo-mechanical, chemical
and neutonical point of view Other materials as ZrO2, are presented, according to their capacity to
realyze "rock like fuel"
We show, after, how to optimize the composite fuel by working on the grain sizes and on the
dispersion in the matrix.
The THERMET and TANOX irradiations are presented and discussed The results leads to orientate
the research and development program concerning Pu fuel, without U in an inert matrix
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